
returned it to McMurdo on the first leg of a trium-
phant return to the United States.

Helicopter Support Near McMurdo

In addition to the previously mentioned Army
Aviation Detachment's operations in Marie Byrd
Land, helicopter support for science was provided
by Air Development Squadron Six, which operated
its LH-34s within a 200-mile radius of McMurdo
Station on a daily basis, completing more than 100
percent of the planned program. The helicopters al-
so proved valuable in familiarizing working visitors
and distinguished guests of the New Zealand and
United States Governments with the area around
McMurdo. (McMurdo-vicinity helicopter operations
were the only flight activities that were not cancelled
by a communications blackout that started on Jan-
uary 29. The magnetic storm persisted unabated un-
til February 4. Normal operations resumed on the
6th, but solar flare activity continued to cause
communications problems through the remainder of
February.)

The squadron's helicopters completed their tasks
without a major accident or incident, although on
one occasion a helicopter was forced to land in the
treacherous and confined moraine area near Koettlitz
Glacier. The cause of the forced landing—failure of
the oil-pump drive shaft in the main-rotor gearbox
—presented a very significant problem to the main-
tenance department since this major repair is nor-
mally performed at an overhaul depot. To add to
the difficulties, a major storm was reported to be
brewing, and the forecasters predicted its arrival in
the McMurdo area within 12 hours of the time of
the forced landing. The estimated time to complete
repairs was 12 - 15 hours, but rather than suffer the
loss of the helicopter, a maintenance crew was dis-
patched to the scene. Working in sub-zero tempera-
tures without the benefit of special tools that a depot
uses, the mechanics completed the repairs in nine
hours. A half hour later, the helicopter was snugly
secured at the McMurdo heloport, where it success-
fully rode out the storm.

The helicopter rescue episode and the LC-117
ferry flight point out the dependence of air opera-
tions everywhere—but certainly nowhere more so
than in the Antarctic—on capable, dedicated main-
tenance personnel to care for the aircraft, skilled
meteorologists to predict the weather conditions for
safe flying, and many others to tend the ground fa-
cilities. Too numerous to cite individually, they
share with the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps air-
crew members in the success of the Antarctic Air
Group during Deep Freeze 67.
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Composite photograph of McMurdo Station showing extent
of facilities.

The construction program this past season was
carried out essentially as planned. Although the pro-
gram was highly successful and the accomplishments
were many, perhaps the most significant aspect of
the Deep Freeze 67 construction program was not
what was done, but who accomplished it. On May 1,
1966, a new unit was commissioned at Davisville,
Rhode Island, by the Commander, U.S. Naval Con-
struction Battalions, Atlantic Fleet to provide con-
struction support in Antarctica. This new organiza-
tion, U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Unit
(NCBU) 201, is unique in that it is the only Seabee
operating unit in the Atlantic Fleet that does not—
because it was formed for a very specific and con-
tinuing mission—carry the "mobile" designation.

Previously, antarctic construction had been per-
formed by various mobile construction battalions
that were assigned on a year-by-year basis. Al-
though an annual effort was made to carry over
from unit to unit some personnel experienced in ant-
arctic construction, the mobile battalions did not en-
joy the degree of continuity and the resulting
efficiency that could be provided by a regularly as-

Formerly on the civil engineering staff of the U. S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica.
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signed unit tailored for antarctic construction. In its
first season, NCBU 201 deployed under the com-
mand of Lt. (jg.) Richard D. Whitmer with a total
of 4 officers and 127 enlisted personnel, including
the I officer and 25 enlisted men in the platoon at
Palmer Station. (NCBU 201's strength for Deep
Freeze 68 is expected to increase to 5 officers and
208 enlisted men with about 35 of these deploying
to Palmer Station.)

McMurdo Station

The majority of the Deep Freeze 67 construction
effort was at McMurdo Station. Major projects there
included the first phase of the new personnel facility,
a new public works and transportation center, a sup-
ply warehouse for Air Development Squadron Six
(VX-6), several additions and improvements to the
water and sewer systems, increasing the fuel storage
capacity for both diesel and jet fuels, and the addi-
tion of a radiological waste disposal building to the
PM-3A nuclear power plant's facilities. Additional-
ly, several minor projects and the preparatory work
for several Deep Freeze 68 projects were completed.
Five old buildings were demolished, and foundation
pads were prepared at three new building sites.

The work done on the new personnel facility in-
cluded the erection of the building shell and partial
installation of the utilities for the single-story por-
tion of the structure—the galley, utilities room, and
laundry. Completion of this portion of the building
and construction of the shell of the remaining two-
story barracks section are scheduled for next season.
Hopefully, the entire facility will be operational by
the end of Deep Freeze 69. When completed, this
structure will decidedly improve living conditions at
the station by providing a large, modern laundry
and a galley which, with two serving lines, will feed
1,000 persons, 272 of them at one sitting. The bar-
racks section will be capable of housing a total of
257 persons. One- and two-man rooms will be pro-
vided for 21 officers, three-man rooms for 24 petty
officers, and four-man rooms for 212 enlisted men.
Also to be included are toilet facilities, a ship's
store, a barber shop, and lounges. Officers and chief
petty officers will each have a lounge, and there will
be a lounge on each floor for the enlisted personnel.
With overall dimensions of 3 18 feet by 165 feet and
a total floor space of 68,000 square feet, the build-
ing will be by far the largest ever constructed in the
Antarctic.

The public works and transportation center,
which was completed this season, provides McMur-
do Station with much-needed maintenance facilities.

This structure is unique in that it is the only perma-
nent building at McMurdo that was not wholly pre-
fabricated prior to shipment from the United States.
The building was constructed by covering a steel
frame (originally intended for construction of an
aircraft hangar, but cut down to a smaller size be-
fore shipment) with galvanized sheet metal insulated
with fiber glass. The building is actually a structure
within a structure: inside the main building, which
measures 122 feet by 112 feet, is a two-story struc-
ture that contains the public works office, engineer-
ing spaces, transportation and maintenance offices,
storage space, and machine, metalworking, and car-
pentry shops. The floor space not occupied by the
interior structure (nearly 8,000 square feet) serves
as a vehicle and equipment maintenance shop.

The VX-6 warehouse, a 40- by 100-foot two-
story Robertson building, is similar to the five per-
manent warehouses constructed during previous sea-
sons. It was, however, modified to permit
installation of a rawindome and balloon tracking
equipment atop the building. This modification was
completed except for installing the dome itself,
which did not arrive as expected on the resupply
ship.

Water Systems Improved

Several improvements were made to the water
supply and sewage disposal systems. A new salt-
water intake was constructed by installing a culvert
in the form of an inverted T near the end of a new
rockflhl jetty which was built 110 feet seaward
from the saltwater pumphouse. The culvert descends
20 feet into the jetty, and each arm extends 50
feet perpendicular to the axis of the jetty, there-
by placing the intake openings beneath the depth of
annual ice formation. The top of the culvert opens
within a small intake house which is heated to keep
the water in the culvert from freezing, and perma-
nent, heated piping connects the intake shelter with
the pumphouse. This system is believed to be an
optimum solution to the problem of obtaining sea
water under all types of ice conditions, but in view
of the damage caused by severe waves during a
post-summer storm, it is apparent that additional
reinforcement and protection is required for both
the intake shelter and the piping placed on the fill.

The two 55,000-gallon salt and fresh water stor-
age tanks, located in the water distillation plant on
Observation Hill, received anticorrosion treatment.
Prior to reactivating the distillation unit, the inside
surfaces of both tanks were sandblasted and protec-
tive epoxy coating applied. The coating should
significantly extend the life of the tanks. Some work

Winter personnel have restored the system to operation.
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When completed, personnel hi,ildin ,ç' at McMurdo will be largest structure in Antarctica. (Note man on roof.) Barracks section
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was done to improve the water distribution system;
this included installing a new pressure-reducing sta-
tion, constructing spurs to the flag and staff quarters
and to a latrine, and installing a T-joint to provide
for a future spur to the personnel building. A relat-
ed remodeling project provided an enlisted latrine
with complete facilities, including flush-type com-
modes—the first community facility to be so
equipped at McMurdo—and a discharge pipe was
installed that extended the sewer system to the area
of the dump so the system could be placed in opera-
tion.

Installation of a system to monitor the tempera-
ture of all water and sewer lines, which are warmed
with electrical heating tape, was begun. This project
was not completed because certain materials were
not received, but completion next season is expect-
ed. The system will consist of temperature-sensing
devices placed every 200 feet. If the temperature in
the line drops too low, an audio-visual alarm is
sounded in the diesel generator buildings and the
location of the trouble is indicated on a schematic
panel. Remote, manually operated dump valves will
allow quick removal of water from a faulty section,
if required. When completed, this monitoring system
should greatly increase the integrity and operational
reliability of the water distribution and sewer sys-
tems.

A 10-man contract crew from the Chicago Bridge
and Iron Company performed two tasks at McMur-
do during the months of December and January.
One was doubling the capacities of three 250,000-
gallon storage tanks, two for diesel fuel and one for
jet fuel, by disassembling and rewelding the tanks
with the addition to each of an 8-foot-high bottom
ring. The other was the addition of a radiological
waste-disposal building to the PM-3A complex. This
structure will allow the reactor's crew to process the
waste more efficiently and, by means of a special
press in the building, the contaminated materials
can be compressed to a smaller volume before ship-
ment back to the United States for disposal.

Other miscellaneous and smaller projects were
completed, such as the installation of a 1,000-gallon
emergency water tank in the equipment room of the
dispensary, completion of a carbon dioxide fire pre-
vention system in the building that houses the com-
munications receivers, installation of ventilation fans
and commodes in the senior scientists' quarters, and
the leveling of an area for use as an alternate heli-
copter pad. The location of this pad, in the pass
north of Observation Hill that leads from McMurdo
to Scott Base, will allow helicopters to remain over
land during the critical low-altitude phases of flight.
This is of special value to heavily-laden helicopters

taking off during those periods when McMurdo
Sound is free of ice.

Some work was done in preparation for three fu-
ture buildings: Foundation pads were constructed for
the second VX-6 warehouse, a building to house the
squadron's shops and offices, and the USARP field-
party processing and equipment center. Additional-
ly , Jamesway housing was constructed to accommo-
date the increased number of NCBU 201 personnel
who will work at McMurdo next season. Work also
commenced on temporary Jamesway offices for the
Seabees. (The present offices will be demolished to
make way for the new administration and operations
building.)

Palmer Station

Initial construction of the new facilities at Palmer
began this season. Platoon Alpha of NCBU 201,
25 Seabees under the command of Lt. (jg.) Walter
B. Garrott, worked at the new site from Jan-
uary 8 to March 20, 1967. During this time, they
constructed a wharf of steel and crushed rock, two
3,000-barrel (126,000-gallon) fuel tanks, and the
foundation and subflooring for the new permanent
building, which will be a metal Robertson building.
The remainder of the construction, including the
completion of the main building, will be accom-
plished during a similar period next season. Because
the permanent station will have as its principal mis-
sion the support of biological studies, including
research-vessel operations, the station building, in
addition to providing living spaces for scientific and
naval personnel, will contain a biology laboratory
and storage space for biological and research-vessel
supplies.

Construction at Inland Stations

Construction at inland stations was minimal as
compared with Dee!) Freeze 66 when both Plateau
Station and the Byrd VLF substation were con-
structed. The most significant project in this cate-
gory was the installation at Byrd Station of the U.S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab-
oratory's deep drill.4

At Plateau Station, a 102-foot micrometeorologi-
cat tower and two Jamesways were constructed. One
of the 16- by 32-foot Jamesways provides additional
indoor storage, and the second structure, which has
electrical heating and additional insulation, provides
recreation space for the station personnel.

3A detailed account of the construction work appears on
p. 142.

A report on this research project appears on p. 120.
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The remainder of the work done at the inland
stations was maintenance. At Byrd Station, the roof
of the hydrogen-generation building was reconstruct-
ed. The roof trusses, which had originally rested on
the ice walls of the tunnel, had failed during the
previous winter. The roof and the trusses were re-
moved, supporting columns installed, and the trusses
and roof reinstalled. At the nearby VLF substation,
the generator air-intake duct was raised some 16
feet to prevent blowing snow from entering the duct.
Also at the substation, a fan was installed to prevent
the recurrence of a problem encountered during the
previous winter when a sub-floor pocket of warm air
caused the foundation to shift. The end wall of the
generator tunnel at Pole Station was rebuilt, and at
Plateau Station the comfort of the enclosed "perma-
walk" area was increased by the installation of a lou-
vered air-intake and an exhaust fan that will expel
the excess heat that accumulates in this area during
the warmer summer periods.

Next Year's Plans

The Deep Freeze 68 construction program is
shaping up to be the most ambitious attempted in
recent years, due principally to the increased
strength of NCBU 201 and the prepositioning of
materials during Deep Freeze 67. Several major
projects have already been mentioned—the contin-
uation of work on the personnel building, the
completion of the pipeline alarm system, and the
completion of the main building for the permanent
Palmer Station. Other major projects include the
construction of a second VX-6 warehouse and the
VX-6 shops and offices building. The completion of
these two structures, and the demolition of the
temporary buildings they will replace, will bring
about a noticeable change in the appearance of the
squadron's area at McMurdo. Of all the structures
present in this area at the beginning of Deep Freeze
67, only two will remain at the end of Deep Freeze
68 or the beginning of Deep Freeze 69—the heli-
copter hangar and the electronics shop, both of
which are permanent buildings.

Currently under study is a proposal to construct a
new road to Scott Base. The proposed road, to start
at the middle of the pass, would provide a less pre-
cipitous, permanent route to Williams Field than
does the existing road. The permanent pipeline
which transports diesel and jet fuel from the four
storage tanks in the pass will be extended along the
new road to a terminal north of Scott Base. From
there, it will be possible to transfer the fuel to Wil-
liams Field in hoses placed over the permanent ice
shelf, thus eliminating the danger of losing the hoses
during the breakup of the annual ice. Other fuel sys-
tem modifications are also planned. These include

increasing the automotive gasoline storage capacity
by 250,000 gallons, extending the present aviation
gasoline pipeline to a terminal point in the pass
(and to a storage tank scheduled to be built near the
station's helicopter pads), and altering the pumping
system to increase the speed of ship-to-shore
transfer.

For several seasons, Elliott Quay has been subject
to noticeable erosion. A three-year project to pre-
vent further erosion will be initiated during Deep
Freeze 68. Plans call for installation in each of the
three years of a 300-foot-long section of sheathing
supported by cantilevers anchored in the ice quay.
Several other improvements are planned for
McMurdo: a second 14,400-gallon-per-day water
distillation unit will be installed to provide for in-
creased future consumption and to serve as a back-
up; the electrical distribution system will be im-
proved (this includes relocating one of the switching
stations to an indoor site); and the power lines on
the side of Observation Hill will be lowered in order
to eliminate the hazard now posed to helicopter
operations.

Work at Byrd Station will consist of rehabilitating
the garage tunnel and entrance ramp, installing a
total energy system which will decrease fuel con-
sumption by using waste generator heat to warm
certain of the station's buildings, and installing a
cold air plenum to help keep the generator tunnel
cold, a condition very necessary to the prevention of
excessive ice movement and subsequent arch fail-
ures.

Stockpiling for 1968-1969

The materials for other McMurdo Station struc-
tures will be procured and delivered to Antarctica
during Deep Freeze 68 for use during the following
season. On the procurement list are materials for the
interior of the personnel building's barracks section
(the final phase of this project), the frozen-food
storage building, the administration/operations
building, the USARP field-party processing and
equipment center, and additional portable housing
for Williams Field personnel. Most of these prefab-
ricated structures will be shipped on the last Deep
Freeze 68 cargo ship to provide a stockpile of mate-
rials for Deep Freeze 69 construction, but an at-
tempt will be made to procure the field-party struc-
ture in time to load it on the first cargo ship
scheduled to reach McMurdo next season. If this
attempt is successful, initial construction of this
building may begin during Deep Freeze 68, thereby
allowing an earlier Deep Freeze 69 completion date.
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